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Abstract – It is extremely important to understand and model the Martian radiation environment in prepa-
ration for future human missions to Mars, especially during extreme and elevated conditions such as an
intense solar energetic particle (SEP) event. Such events may enhance the radiation level drastically and
should be forecasted as soon as possible to prevent severe damage to humans and equipment. Besides,
the omnipresent galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) also contribute significantly to the radiation in space and
on the surface of Mars and may cause long-term damages to current and future missions. Based on
GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulations with the Martian atmospheric and regolith environment setup, we have
calculated and obtained some ready-to-go functions which can be used to quickly convert any given SEP or
GCR proton/helium ion spectra to the radiation dose on the surface of Mars and also at different depth of
the atmosphere. We implement these functions to the RADMAREE tool under the Europlanet project
which can be easily accessed by the public.
Keywords: Radiation environment / energetic particle / planets / space weather
1 Introduction
The energetic particle environment on the Martian surface is
different from that in deep space due to the presence of the
Martian atmosphere despite of its rather thin column depth
(~20 ± 5 g/cm2). Primary particles passing through the Martian
atmosphere may undergo inelastic interactions with the ambient
atomic nuclei losing their energies and also creating secondary
particles via spallation and fragmentation processes. These sec-
ondary particles may further interact with the atmosphere as
they propagate downwards and even with the Martian regolith
and finally result in very complex spectra including both
primaries and secondaries at the surface of Mars (e.g., Saganti
et al., 2002). Much work has been done for calculating the
surface exposure rates under different galactic cosmic ray
(GCR) conditions and solar energetic particle (SEP) events.
Several models combining particle transport codes with differ-
ent GCR and/or SEP spectra have been developed and applied
for estimating the radiation exposure on the surface of Mars
(e.g., Keating et al., 2005; De Angelis et al., 2006; Ehresmann
et al., 2011; McKenna-Lawlor et al., 2012). Saganti et al. (2004)
have mapped the modeled radiation exposure on the Martian
surface from GCRs. Simonsen et al. (1990) and Simonsen &
Nealy (1993) have calculated the surface dose exposures from
both GCRs during solar minimum and maximum conditions
as well as some significant SEP events. Townsend et al.
(2011) considered the transport of possible Carrington-type
SEP events through the Martian atmosphere and also through
various hemispherical configurations of aluminum shielding to
estimate the resulting organ doses and effective doses of such
extreme events. Norman et al. (2014) have investigated the
influence of dust loading on atmospheric ionizing radiation
during solar quiet and SEP events. Dartnell et al. (2007) have
also estimated the effect of surface radiation on the likelihood
of survival of microbial life in the Martian soil.
Recently, the radiation assessment detector (RAD, Hassler
et al., 2012) on board the Curiosity rover which is part of the
Mars Science Laboratory (MSL, Grotzinger et al., 2012) has
been providing the first in situ detection of the radiation
environment on the surface of Mars since the landing of MSL
on 2012 August 6 (Hassler et al., 2014). These first measure-
ments provide evaluations of the GCR-induced radiation level
inside Gale Crater (with an average column depth of about
22 g/cm2 ± 25%) and energetic particle spectra for both charged
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(Ehresmann et al., 2014, 2017) and neutral (Köhler et al., 2014;
Guo et al., 2017b) particles. The background GCR radiation
is not constant and its variation is concurrently driven by the
change of the Martian atmosphere as well as the heliospheric
activities. The radiation dose rate is anti-correlated with the
surface pressure which changes both daily and seasonally
(Rafkin et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2015, 2017a). Meantime it is
also modulated by the varying heliopsheric activities both in
the long term (Guo et al., 2015) and in the short term (Guo
et al., 2018b) via e.g., solar coronal mass ejections (CMEs)
and their associated shocks.
During the past six years of measurement, RAD has
detected only a few SEP events at the Martian surface and most
of them are rather insignificant apart from the 2017 September
10th event (Ehresmann et al., 2018; Zeitlin et al., 2018; Guo
et al., 2018a) which was the first ground level enhancement
(GLE) detected at the surface of two different planets: Earth
and Mars. SEP events are sporadic, often rather impulsive and
could be extremely hazardous especially when the observer is
magnetically connected to the acceleration region and injection
site at the Sun. Therefore it is important to reliably model them
in order to give immediate and precise alerts for future human
missions at Mars. To do so, it is essential to well understand
the atmospheric effect on incoming particles. There are various
particle transport codes such as HZETRN (Slaba et al., 2016;
Wilson et al., 2016), PHITS (Sato et al., 2013) and GEANT4/
PLANETOCOSMICS (Desorgher, 2005) which can be
employed for studying the particle spectra and radiation through
the Martian atmosphere. We also refer the readers to articles
collected in a special issue at Life Sciences in Space Research
(Hassler et al., 2017) for more recent studies where several
models have been applied to calculate the radiation environment
at Mars and the modeled results are compared with data from
MSL/RAD. When modeling the proton and Helium ion spectra,
the GEANT4 model has been shown to be rather reliably
matching the measurement (Matthiä et al., 2017).
In particular, Guo et al. (2018c) have developed a general-
ized approach based on the GEANT4/PLANETOCOSMICS
transport code to quickly model the Martian surface radiation
level of any given incoming proton/helium ion spectra. They
have applied it to more than 30 large solar events (measured
in situ at Earth) thus providing insights into the possible variety
of surface radiation environments that may be induced during
large SEP events. Depending on the intensity and shape of
the original solar particle spectra as well as the distribution of
particle types, different SEP events may induce entirely differ-
ent radiation effects on the surface of Mars. Primary particles
with small energies do not have sufficient energy to reach the
ground while the exact atmospheric cutoff energy is a strong
function of elevation on Mars. Therefore, an intense SEP spec-
tra with moderate high-energy component could be well within
biological tolerance seen on the surface of Mars, particularly in
low-lying places such as Gale Crater, Hellas Planitia, Valles
Marineris, etc., where atmospheric shielding is substantially
greater than the global average. In the current study, we have
further developed this approach and calculated ready-to-go
functions which can be folded with any given SEP or GCR
proton/helium ion spectra to obtain the induced radiation dose
on the surface of Mars and also at different depth of the
atmosphere.
2 Model implementation
2.1 The PLANETOCOSMICS model
GEANT4 (Version g4.10 has been used in this study) is a
Monte Carlo approach widely used for simulating the interac-
tions of particles as they traverse matter (Agostinelli et al.,
2003). PLANETOCOSMICS is based on GEANT4 with a
specific application purpose to simulate particles going through
and interacting with planetary atmospheres and magnetic fields
(Desorgher, 2005). Different settings and features of the plane-
tary environment, e.g., the composition and depth of the atmo-
sphere and the soil, can be used in the simulations. Modeling
the radiation environment on the surface of Mars using PLANE-
TOCOSMICS has been carried out in various studies (e.g.,
Dartnell et al., 2007; Ehresmann et al., 2011; Gronoff et al.,
2015; Matthiä et al., 2016) and has been validated (Matthiä
et al., 2016) when compared to energetic charged and neutral
particle spectra on the surface of Mars measured by MSL/RAD.
GEANT4 offers a wide variety of models for handling phys-
ical processes of particle interactions at different energy ranges
(Geant4_Collaboration, 2017). The current study employs the
emstandar_opt4 model for electromagnetic interactions and the
QGSP_BIC_HP model where QGS stands for the Quark Gluon
String model for particles with energy larger than tens of GeV, P
represents the Precompound model used for de-excitation pro-
cess for nucleon-induced reactions below 1–2 MeV and HP
switches on the high precision neutron elastic and inelastic
scattering model for neutrons below 20 MeV. Indeed different
physics lists could have been utilized here. However, Matthiä
et al. (2016) have compared different physics models applied
to the Martian environment and the predictions of surface
GCR dose rate are agreeing with each other within ~10 percent
of uncertainty which is generally not larger than the uncertainty
of the input particle spectra.
2.2 The implementation of the Mars Climate Database
The Mars Climate Database (MCD, http://www-mars.lmd.
jussieu.fr) offers the possibility to access Martian atmospheric
properties, such as temperature, density and composition, for dif-
ferent altitudes, seasons and even the time of the day on Mars.
MCD has been developed using different Martian atmospheric
circulation models which are further compared and modified
by the observation results from past and current Mars missions
(Lewis et al., 1999). Therefore it provides an atmospheric envi-
ronment sufficiently realistic for the purpose of simulating atmo-
spheric interactions with high energetic particles as the column
depth is the most relevant factor here. In our atmospheric setup
for the PLANETOCOSMICS runs, we use the composition, den-
sity and temperature profiles from MCD between altitudes of
250 and 0 km, in steps of 100m, above the ground at the location
of Gale Crater (coordinate: 4.5 S, 137.4 E,) which is the land-
ing site of MSL’s rover Curiosity. The soil is represented by a
100-meter layer of SiO2 with a density of 1.7 g/cm
3.
2.3 The PLANETOMATRIX approach
A full PLANETOCOSMICS simulation can be highly time-
consuming and in principle needs to be run for each different
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input spectra. To reduce the computational burden, we have
developed an alternative approach which we refer to as the
PLANETOMATRIX method (Guo et al., 2018c). Such a matrix
Aij(E0, E) represents the “response function” of the Martian
atmosphere and it is a statistical description of all interaction
process of a particle (of type i) entering the Martian atmosphere
with energy E0 resulting in a particle (of type j) with energy E
on the Martian surface. Although the construction of each
matrix is time-consuming, the multiplication of different input
spectra fi(E0) with such a matrix to generate different surface
spectra Fj(E) is very much simplified as shown in equation (1).
Specifically speaking, we used 50 million protons simulated
with PLANETOCOSMICS which needed approximately
2000 CPU h. And the time needed for simulating the same
number of heavier ions can be much longer due to the produc-
tion of secondaries. PLANETOMATRIX, on the other hand,
only needs linear algebra operation folding the matrix with a
given spectra to generate the output spectra and this can be done
within a second.
For input primary particles (particles arriving at the top the
Martian atmosphere), we have considered protons and 4He ions.
And we included the dominant secondaries such as protons, 4He
and 3He ions, deuterons, tritons, neutrons, gammas, electrons
and positrons as output particles on the surface of Mars.
As particles could also interact with the Martian atmosphere
and regolith and produce albedo particles contributing to the
upward fluxes, we have also considered the generation of such
upward particles in our simulations. Since the energy spectra of
upward- and downward-traveling particles are dissimilar, we
have separately constructed the upward and downward directed
matrices for each primary-secondary case as Arupij and A
rdn
ij
respectively. The resulting downward and upward spectra of
particle type j generated by primary particle type i at the depth
of r are respectively (Guo et al., 2018c):
F rdni;j Eð Þ ¼
R
E0
Ardnij E0;Eð Þfi E0ð ÞdE0;
F rupi;j ðEÞ ¼
R
E0
Arupij ðE0;EÞfiðE0ÞdE0:
ð1Þ
Panels (a) and (b) of Figure 1 (adapted from and explained
in more detail in Guo et al., 2018c) show the matrices of
primary protons generating downward protons and neutrons
respectively. The atmospheric depth in this case is about
20 g/cm2. It is shown that primary protons with energies less
than about 150 MeV, indicated by a vertical line in (a), lack
sufficient energy to reach the surface. However, these particles
could still generate other secondaries such as neutrons which are
detected near the surface as shown in Figure 1b.
2.4 The ready-to-go functions for the Martian
radiation level
Radiation dose rate and dose equivalent rate (or gray-
equivalent rate for SEPs) are the key quantity for evaluating
the energetic particle environment and their potential biological
effects for future crewed missions to deep space and to Mars.
Both charged and neutral particles deposit energy while going
through target materials such as skin, bones and internal organs.
Dose is defined as the energy deposited by radiation per unit
mass of the material with a unit of J/kg (or Gy). The material
throughout this study is considered to be water as it is a good
representative for tissue. For a better understanding of the con-
cepts of radiation dose and how to calculate it, please refer to
the Appendix of this article.
The radiation dose rate for either the downward- or the
upward-directed particles (of different types j) induced by
certain primary particle (of type i) can be calculated following
the logic:
Drdni ðE0Þ ¼
P
j
Rdn
dX
REmax
Emin
F rdni;j ðEÞ  kjðEÞdE=q
¼ 2pP
j
REmax
Emin
RE0þE0=2
E0E0=2
Ardnij ðE0;EÞfiðE0ÞdE0  kjðEÞdE=q;
ð2Þ
and
Drupi ðE0Þ ¼
P
j
Rup
dX
REmax
Emin
F rupi;j ðEÞ  kjðEÞdE=q
¼ 2pP
j
REmax
Emin
RE0þE0=2
E0E0=2
Arupij ðE0;EÞfiðE0ÞdE0  kjðEÞdE=q;
ð3Þ
where fi(E0) is the primary particle (type i) spectrum (e.g., in the
unit of counts/MeV/s/cm2/sr) and Frdni;j ðEÞ and Frupi;j ðEÞ are
the induced secondary particle spectrum (type j) at certain
atmospheric depth r in downward and upward directions
respectively. Emin and Emax are the minimum and maximum
energies of particles used for the dose calculations. They are
set to be 1 and 106 MeV respectively as they are the lower
and upper limits of energy bins used for storing output particle
histograms. q is the mass density of the target material.
The energy transfer process of particles in material is
expressed as a yield factor kj(E) which represents the deposited
energy per unit length de/dx (also called the linear energy trans-
fer (LET)) as a function of incoming particle energy E. kj(E)
depends on particle species j and the target material. It can be
readily estimated using either the Bethe-Bloch equation (Bethe,
1932) (for charged particle ionization energy loss in an infinite
volume) or with more sophisticated Monte Carlo models such
as GEANT4 (Matthiä et al., 2016) accounting for the probability
distribution of e in finite volumes as used in this study. Dose is
then the energy loss per unit mass of the material which is
calculated as LET divided by the material mass density:
de/dx/q.
The resulting Drdn(E0) and D
rup(E0) in equations (2)
and (3) are the corresponding dose integrated over the down-
ward or upward directions (2p solid angle in each case) respec-
tively. For given primary spectra fi(E0), dose is summed over all
the secondary particle species generated by the primary parti-
cles. Taken into account of the flux variation rate in time, dose
rate can also be estimated and is often converted to lGy/day for
the radiation level in space. Similarly, dose equivalent rate, in
lSv/day, can be calculated as explained later. The final dose rate
at certain atmospheric depth r induced by primary particle flux
fi at energy E0 (with an energy interval of DE0) is simply the
sum of the upward and downward dose rates.
J. Guo et al.: J. Space Weather Space Clim. 2019, 9, A7
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As described in Section 2.3, we have constructed the
upward and downward directed matrices for each primary-
secondary pair in the setup of the Martian atmospheric and
regolith environment. Therefore the dose rate in the above
equations (2) and (3) is purely dependent on fi(E0) which is
the primary particle spectra as a function of energy E0. There-
fore we have further developed the PLANETOMATRIX
approach and calculated the resulting integrated dose rate
described in equations (2) and (3) induced by a primary particle
flux of [1 particle/MeV/sr/cm2/s] in the energy interval from
E0  DE0/2 to E0 + DE0/2 where DE0 is the bin width of the
input particle energy in Aij(E0, E). Such calculations have been
repeated for each primary energy bin of the matrices in the
range of 20–105 MeV. The resulting dose functions depend
on the primary particle energy (either protons or helium ions)
and are plotted in Figures 2 and 3. The shown downward and
upward functions have been normalized to the input spectra
and thus have units of [lGy/day]/[particles/sr/cm2/s]. They are
mathematically described as Drdn(E0)/(f(E0)DE0) and
Drup(E0)/(f(E0)DE0). These ready-to-go functions can be
folded with any given SEP or GCR proton/helium ion spectra
f(E0) to obtain the induced radiation dose rate (upward, down-
ward and all) on the surface of Mars and also at different depth
of the atmosphere.
In terms of biological effectiveness associated with radiation
exposures on human beings, the dose equivalent (in units of Sv)
is often more referred to for evaluating the deep space explo-
ration risks (Sievert, 1960). It depends on a quality factor Q
(Mountford & Temperton, 1992) which is a function of LET.
Folding kj(E) with Q(LET) into equations (2) and (3), one
can calculate dose equivalent rate similar to dose rate. Therefore
we have also obtained the ready-to-go functions for the dose
equivalent rate as a function of primary particle energy as
shown in Figure 4.
3 Results and discussions
On the surface of Mars, we calculated the dose rate per
primary flux function for both primary protons and helium ions
as shown in Figure 2. For different surface pressure conditions
which are different seasonal pressures measured at Gale Crater
(Guo et al., 2015), these are ready-to-go dose functions versus
the energy of primary particles reaching the top of the Martian
atmosphere.
As shown in the figure, there is a sharp decrease of surface
dose contribution from primary protons with energies below the
gray shaded area which is from 140 to 190 MeV/nuc. This
“cutoff” energy Ec is equivalent to the energy required for a
proton to penetrate through the total Martian atmospheric depth
as shown in the proton-proton matrix in Figure 1a. Contribution
to the surface dose below this primary energy is mainly from
proton generated secondaries such as electrons, gammas, and
neutrons such as illustrated in Figure 1b.
It is also shown that this cutoff energy depends on the surface
pressure (proportional to the total atmospheric depth): higher
surface pressure corresponds to a slightly larger cutoff energy
as it is more difficult for particles to penetrate through the whole
atmosphere. This is supported by observations (Rafkin et al.,
2014) that the surface dose rate seen by MSL/RAD is anti-
correlated with the surface pressure measured by the Rover
Environmental Monitoring Station (REMS, Gomez-Elvira
et al., 2012) on board MSL.
The primary spectra used to fold with these functions are
free space GCR or SEP spectra in units of particles/sr/cm2/s/
MeV (which are first scaled by the energy bin width used for
calculating these functions before the folding). And the total in-
duced dose rate (in units of lGy/day) by certain given spectra is
the integrated sum of the free space spectra multiplying the dose
function. We also calculated and plotted the dose rate function
Fig. 1. 2-d histogram of (a) proton-downward proton matrix and (b) proton-downward neutron matrix under a vertical column depth of
20 g/cm2. X-axis and Y-axis stand for the input and output energies [MeV] respectively. The vertical line in (a) marks the 150 MeV input proton
energy. The probabilities of a proton with certain primary energy producing secondaries with different energies are represented by colors using
a logarithmic color distribution. Each column in this plot is equivalent to a normalized output spectrum obtained by PLANETOCOSMICS
using protons of the corresponding input energy.
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induced by the primary protons and 4He ions in deep space with
no planet or atmosphere shielding present and the full geometric
angle is 4p as shown in the black solid lines in Figure 2. The
black dashed lines illustrate the scenario when only half of
the full geometry should be considered such as near a planet
or a large spacecraft which blocks about half of the isotropic
free space flux (while no albedo secondaries are neglected).
As shown, the dose function in deep space is rather similar to
the ionization energy loss (e.g., the Bethe-Bloch function) pro-
cess and it increases significantly for low-energy particles and
flattens for relativistic high-energy ones.
Colored dashed lines in Figure 2 represent the contribution to
dose by upward albedo secondaries. The contribution ratio is
rather small, <10%, especially at energies slightly above Ec as
(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. Dose rate in water per primary flux function for protons (a) and 4He (b) on Mars under different surface pressures. Solid lines are the
total dose rate while dashed lines represent only the upward secondary contribution. Black solid lines mark the deep space dose per flux while
black dashed lines represent half of the deep space case. The gray shaded area marks range (140–190 MeV/nuc) of the atmospheric cutoff
energy under different surface pressures.
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the primary particles just had sufficient energy to make down to
the surface andnot sufficient remaining energy to knock out target
nucleus in the regolith. As primary particles have higher energies
and thus higher remaining energies on the surface, they induce
more spallation interactions with regolith to generate albedo
secondaries and the upward dose contribution is slightly bigger.
At energies below the cutoff energy both downward and upward
contributions to dose are very small and are from secondaries
generated in the atmosphere (as few primaries could reach the
ground) and the upward dose ratio is roughly constant at ~20%.
In general, the upward dose, mostly produced in the Martian
regolith, is much lower than the downward dose, this suggests
the effectiveness of shielding using the Martian regolith (e.g.,
inside a lava tube, near a cliff or underground) for potential
human habitat on Mars. We also note that the generation of
albedo particles may depend on the regolith composition.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 3. Dose rate in water per primary flux function for protons (a) and 4He ions (b) at different depth (2,4,6. . .20 and surface) of the Martian
atmosphere. The total vertical atmospheric depth under a surface pressure of 827 Pa is about 23 g/cm2. Solid lines are for the total dose rate
while dashed lines represent the upward contribution. Black lines mark the deep space case similar to Figure 2.
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For instance, water content in the soil may thermalize fast neu-
trons (Boynton et al., 2012) and change the albedo neutron
spectra which will affect the upward dose. Although we do
not expect any significant modifications of the total dose,
detailed simulations with better knowledge of the Martian soil
would be helpful for better quantifying the impact of the rego-
lith composition on dose.
We also note that there are some statistical uncertainties
causing spikes in the functions especially at low energies where
the statistics of secondaries generated in the atmosphere is rela-
tively poor. Since their contribution to the total integrated dose
is orders of magnitude lower than higher primary energies, this
does not affect the calculations of the total dose. However, in
the following Figures 3 and 4 where more functions are present,
(a)
(b)
Fig. 4. Dose equivalent rate per primary flux function for protons (a) and 4He ions (b) at different depth (2,4,6. . .20 and surface) of the Martian
atmosphere with a surface pressure of 827 Pa. Line colors and properties are set to be same as in Figure 3.
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we smooth the dose curves to better illustrate the function
dependence on atmospheric depth.
Figure 3 shows the same functions as in Figure 2 but for dif-
ferent atmospheric depth of 2,4,6. . .20 g/cm2 down to the
surface with a fixed surface pressure of 827 Pa. The surface
pressure is equivalent to a total column depth of about
23 g/cm2. As clearly shown, at lower energies <~1 GeV/nuc,
the dose function per primary flux decreases as the atmo-
spheric depth increases due to primary particles loosing energy
as they transverse deeper in the atmosphere. For the same rea-
son, the cutoff energy increases from ~40 MeV at 2 g/cm2
to ~180 MeV at the surface. At energies higher than a few
GeV, secondary generations are more frequent due to particle
fragmentation and spallation interactions with the atmosphere
and the dose is enhanced as the atmospheric is thicker. The
upward dose also shows similar dependence on the atmospheric
depth. At energies smaller than a few GeV, the atmospheric
shielding effect against primary particles dominates and dose
decreases as atmosphere is thicker. At higher energies, the
upward dose is mainly contributed by secondaries generated
in the regolith. It is higher at the surface and slightly decreases
as the atmospheric altitude increases since upward particles
loose their energies in the atmosphere as they transverse
upwards.
At high energies, the enhanced dose at thicker atmospheric
depth is similar to the enhanced particle fluxes above the
Pfortzer maximum on Earth (Pfotzer, 1936). Since Earth has a
global magnetosphere to efficiently shield against lower energy
particles, this effect is also pronounced in the integrated dose/
flux. At Mars which does not have a global magnetosphere,
the atmospheric shielding against lower energy primaries is
more dominating, especially during solar minimum when
low-energy particles (<GeV) are more abundant, and thus
observations show an anti-correlation of the integrated surface
dose rate versus the thickness of the atmosphere (Rafkin
et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2017a).
As explained in Section 2.4, we have also considered the dose
equivalent rate functions which is an important factor and the
results are shown in Figure 4. The features of their dependence
on energy and atmospheric depth are very similar to the dose
functions. As 4He ions have higher charge and larger LET, their
contribution to dose equivalent rate relative to the proton contri-
bution is enhanced in comparison to the case of dose rate.
It is important to note that the functions calculated and pro-
vided in this study should be used with the awareness of their
assumptions and limitations. First, the physics list used in the
GEANT4 simulations are emstandard_opt4 and QGSP_BIC_HP
as described in Section 2.1 and Guo et al. (2018c). Recently,
Fig. 5. The online interface of the RADMAREE implementation (http://radmaree.irap.omp.eu/) as part of the European planetary space
weather service.
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we have compared four different physics lists in GEANT4 when
applied to the Martian environment (Guo et al., 2019) and found
that spallation processes can be more efficient in the Liege Intra-
nuclear Cascade (INCL) model than the Binary or Bertini
cascade models. Thus the production of deuterium, tritium and
3He particles by primary protons and 4He particles could be
better described by INCL in the energy range of ~1–20 GeV.
However, in the Martian environment, the contribution to dose
and dose equivalent by such particles are significantly smaller
than that by primary protons and 4He ions and other secondaries
such as electrons and neutrons. Therefore the predictions of sur-
face dose by different physics models are agreeing with each
other reasonably well as shown by Matthiä et al. (2016).
Moreover, only surface particles of proton, electron, posi-
tion, 4He, 3He, deuteron, triton, neutron and gamma above
1 MeV are considered in the calculations of dose and dose
equivalent. We did notice a slight increase in dose at lower pri-
mary energies (<~100 MeV) and high primary energies (larger
than a few GeVs) when including more secondaries and having
a lower energy cutoff in calculating dose. For instance, when
including particles <1 MeV, the dose function increases by
about 50% at 25 MeV primary proton energy and about 15%
at 6400 MeV, mostly due to contributions by electrons, fol-
lowed by positions. At 6400 MeV, the dose contributions from
pions and muons have been estimated to about 5% which are
not considered in the current dose functions. But the resulting
total dose induced by an SEP or GCR spectra is not altered
much. Based on a typical power-law SEP spectra with the
energy-dependent flux of I(E) = I0*(E/E0)
c where E0 is
500 MeV, I0 is 0.1/MeV/s/sr/cm
2, and c is 2.5, we estimated
the total dose rate also including secondary pions and muons
and particles below 1 MeV. The total dose rate is about 5%
larger than the results based on the dose functions provided
here. For GCR particles which have a much bigger high energy
component, this difference is slightly bigger, that is, 15% for
dose rate and 25% for dose equivalent rate. Besides, it is worth
noting that when considering the full range of GCR particles,
the proton and 4He ion combined contribution to the total dose
(including also heavier GCR ions) is about 90% and about 80%
to the total dose equivalent (Matthiä et al., 2016).
4 The RADMAREE implementation
RADMAREE (RADiation MArtian Environment) is a
simple to use application providing a quick and relatively
accurate estimation of the radiation dose on the Martian surface.
It is a facility supplied by CDPP and hosted at IRAP as sup-
ported by Europlanet RI at http://radmaree.irap.omp.eu/. As
shown in Figure 5, RADMAREE is part of an integrated suite
of tools developed under the Europlanet RI PSWS activity
(http://planetaryspaceweather-europlanet.irap.omp.eu/tools.html)
where a number of other tools relevant for understanding and pre-
dicting theMartian space weather environment are also provided.
At the moment of writing this article, the service predicts the
surface radiation dose due to a given SEP spectra with a power-
law shape in the energy range of ~100–800 MeV. This is based
on the empirical linear correlation of the SEP intensity and sur-
face dose as obtained by Guo et al. (2018c) shown in Figure 7.
With the implementation of the ready functions obtained in this
work, a more accurate calculation of the surface dose can be
achieved without requiring the energy range and shape of the
input SEP spectra. In fact, these ready-to-go functions can be
used to fold with any given SEP or GCR proton and helium
ion spectra for obtaining the radiation dose on the surface of
Mars and also at different depth of the atmosphere which
may be relevant for different Martian seasons or different
locations on the planet.
5 Summary and conclusions
In order to prepare for future manned and robotic missions
to Mars, especially during extreme and elevated conditions such
as an SEP event, we have carried out detailed GEANT4 Monte
Carlo simulations of particle interactions within the Martian
atmospheric and regolith environment. We have calculated
and obtained some ready-to-go functions which can be used
to quickly convert any given SEP or GCR proton and helium
ion spectra to the radiation dose on the surface of Mars and also
at different depth of the atmosphere. These functions will be
soon integrated into the RADMAREE under the Europlanet
project which can be easily accessed by the public as explained
in Section 4.
The dependence of these functions on the primary particle
energy and the Martian atmospheric depth also reveals interest-
ing physics of the particle interaction process with the Martian
atmosphere and regolith. Lower energy primary particles
undergo strong shielding effect by the atmosphere while higher
energy particles have more spallation and fragmentation interac-
tions generating secondaries in the atmosphere at the surface.
Therefore with the Martian atmosphere, the radiation dose
resulted from all secondaries induced by such a high energy
primary particle may exceed the deep space dose of this primary
particle. This highlights the importance of better detecting and
modeling the high energy component (larger than ~GeV/nuc)
in the GCR and SEP spectra for mitigating the Martian surface
radiation environment with optimized shielding in the future
exploration missions.
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Appendix
Calculation of dose and dose equivalent when calculating
doses in a given volume for a certain radiation environment it
is necessary to differentiate between the physical quantity
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absorbed dose D (see Eqs. (2) and (3) and the biologically
weighted dose equivalent which is QD where Q is the quality
factor which is introduced to take into account the biological
effectiveness of different types of radiation (Streffer, 2007).
The quality factor is defined as a function of the unrestricted
linear energy transfer (LET)which is themean energy loss by cer-
tain type of charged particles due to electronic interactions per
path length. The unrestricted linear energy transfer is identical
to the electronic stopping power and can be calculated, under cer-
tain conditions, from the Bethe-Bloch equation (Bethe, 1932).
In a perfect secondary particle equilibrium the absorbed
dose rate can be calculated from the stopping power (or
equivalently the unrestricted linear energy transfer) as D =R
dEF(E)S(E)/p where E is energy, F(E) is particle fluence
(as shown in Eq. (1) and S(E) and p are electronic stopping
power and density in the volume of interest, for instance a
detector or a human organ. In a realistic scenario, however, this
approximation has to be considered with caution as it relies on
several assumptions that may be violated: the stopping power
has to be fairly constant over the sensitive volume, and the
particle creation and loss rate within the volume has to be iden-
tical (or very similar) to the surroundings (secondary particle
equilibrium). While these assumptions are generally well
fulfilled for the strongly penetrating radiation field of galactic
cosmic radiation, this is not necessarily the case for solar parti-
cle events which may contain a substantial amount of lower
energetic particles especially in deep space. On the surface of
Mars, the ratio of the low energy SEPs are considerably smaller
due to the effective shielding of the Martian atmosphere against
lower energy SEPs.
When considering a radiation field with significant amount
of low-energy particles, the geometry of the sensitive volumes
is important. Specifically speaking, a particle with low energy
would slow down significantly or even lose all its energy within
a small layer at the surface of the volume of interest and cannot
reach deeper lying areas, e.g., inner organs in a human body.
In such a case the deposited energy in the volume and the cor-
responding absorbed dose can be estimated with specific calcu-
lations taking into account of the geometry and material of the
concerned volume. In these simulations the energy deposition
for a given particle can be calculated in steps along its track
(and multiplied by the corresponding quality factor if the dose
equivalent is calculated) and the dose is the accumulated energy
deposition divided by the mass within the volume.
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